Regulation FD was supposed to change the way publicly-listed companies release information to market participants. If in the past managers could disclose their assessments and forecasts of future results to selected groups of analysts, under the new rules all material information must be disclosed to the public simultaneously. As a result, and concurrently with the development of webcasts, many companies began opening their conference calls to the public, so some of the information about future events and management expectations is reported to all potential investors who choose to listen in.
Furthermore, many managers have begun issuing public guidance to the market in press releases, consistent with the requirements of Regulation FD, although companies vary considerably in the manner and timing of earnings guidance.
The purpose of this study is to examine earnings guidance practices of companies after Regulation FD and their associated effects on stock returns. In particular, this study investigates whether market reactions differ among earnings guidance that occurs at the time of the preliminary earnings announcements and those that occur outside the earnings announcements. The study also compares the effects of earnings guidance on stock returns for companies with different market capitalizations and exchange listing; presumably, smaller companies are less closely followed by analysts and management's guidance may be more effective in changing investors' assessments and consequently prices. Finally, we examine whether investors react differently to guidance about earnings and revenues.
To examine a large sample of earnings guidance disclosures, we use a text-mining approach to identify such announcements from press releases issued by companies. Text mining is similar to data mining, except that it relates to analysis of text documents using linguistic rules, instead of the typical analysis of numerical data typically used in data mining. Using text mining, we are able to identify over 3,400 earnings guidance disclosures during the period October 2000 through July 2002. Most studies to date have used substantially smaller samples, as described below.
The results of this study indicate that market participants react negatively to earnings guidance that occurs between earnings releases, consistent with the intuition that these types of voluntary disclosure are typically negative in nature, warning investors that future prospects are worse than previously expected. In contrast, earnings guidance provided with the earnings release or up to three days afterwards is unassociated with abnormal returns. Our results show that even when the guidance is set qualitatively, i.e., by indicating that earnings will be higher (lower), market participants react by increasing (decreasing) prices significantly. We further show that reactions are stronger to announcements made by NASDAQ firms (as compared to NYSE or AMEX firms), but are weaker for smaller companies than for larger companies. Finally, market reactions seem more pronounced to revenue disclosures than to earnings disclosures, possibly because managers who wish to forewarn investors about deteriorating conditions do so more often in terms of revenues than earnings.
II. Institutional Setting and Prior Research
Some companies find it valuable to provide market participants guidance about either revenues, earnings, earnings per share, or some other measures of profits (such as operating profits). Note that this is voluntary disclosure; management has no responsibility to pre-announce their expectations about future operations to investors.
They are likely to do so if the benefits of this disclosure exceed the costs of the disclosure. In particular, managers who possess negative information about future financial results may provide guidance to lower levels of expectations in an attempt to reduce expected payouts in law suits brought against them, claiming they had material negative information which had not been timely released to the market. Some companies provide guidance consistently, whereas others do so occasionally or rarely. The restrictions imposed on private dissemination of guidance by Regulation FD are likely to cause an increase in the frequency of earnings guidance provided by companies. 1 Need to rearrange according to motives, and then discuss market reactions better.
III. Text Mining and the Ability to Identify Earnings Guidance
Text mining is a new area of research and application that addresses the information overload problem. It uses techniques from the general field of data mining to process text documents, extract relevant information from these documents, and provide the user with this information obtained using report or graphical representations. The application described in this study processed all the text documents of Comtex (***Ronen, we need to explain and provide a source) related to publicly-listed business entities. It identified those documents that included earnings guidance, and was used to form our sample. Relationships that are likely to be meaningful and content-bearing. In "Relationships" we refer to Facts or Events involving certain Entities. A possible "Event" may be that a company has entered into a joint venture. A "Fact" may be that a gene causes a certain disease. The extracted information provides more concise and precise data for the mining process than the more naive word-based approaches such as those used for text categorization, and tends to represent concepts and relationships that are more meaningful and relate directly to the examined document's domain. Consequently , the information extraction methods allow for mining of the actual information present within the text, rather than the limited set of tags associated with the documents. Using the information extraction process, the number of different relevant Entities and Relationships on which the data mining is performed is unbounded, typically thousands or even millions, far beyond the number of tags which any automated categorization system could handle.
Tax Mining for Earnings Guidance:
To identify cases of earnings guidance, we use the following rules which search for certain patterns that involve the identification of certain elements in a document. These and similar rules are used by the text mining software to identify earnings guidance. However, the system may yield announcements that are not necessarily earnings guidance, nor is the software likely to identify all guidance announcements.
Thus, we need to impose some additional restrictions to ensure that identified announcements are indeed earnings guidance announcements.
Additional Filters:
During the period October 2000 through July 2002, we identified 16, 026 documents that were classified as earnings guidance announcements of companies that were traded on the NYSE, ASE or NASDAQ. Analysis of a sub-sample of these announcements led us to put some restrictions on results to ensure that the announcements indeed relate to earnings guidance. We have classified an announcement as earnings guidance if it related to a quarter beyond the most recently announced quarter, or to a year beyond the current year. We further classified an announcement as earnings guidance if the text mining rules extracted the trend from the announcement,
i.e., whether the item was expected to be "Higher", "Lower", or "Unchanged". Finally,
we classified an announcement as earnings guidance if the text mining rules extracted a range for the amount, e.g., $640-$660 million (in revenues). These restrictions resulted in 7,392 announcements that were identified as earnings guidance, although it is possible that the dropped announcements were also in fact earnings guidance. We further deleted any earnings guidance announcement that was within three days of an earlier announcement of earnings guidance for the same company. This reduced the sample to 4,460 announcements, which were further reduced to 3,459 announcements for which we could obtain size-adjusted returns from the price database maintained by Factset Information Services, Inc. This last set of announcements is the sample that is used in the remainder of this study. Note that this is a very large set of earnings guidance announcements. Most prior studies examined much smaller samples. 
IV. Results
The and chemicals (28, 5.4%). These are likely to be the industries that suffered most in the economic downturn during the sample period, which probably led to many earnings warnings issued by companies.
(Insert Table 2 about here) Table 3 reports the size-adjusted returns for the three-day window centered on the announcement date. To calculate size-adjusted returns, we first calculate the three-day cumulative return for the announcing firm. Based on its market capitalization of equity (size) at the end of the previous quarter, we assign it to one of ten portfolios ranked on size. We calculate the equally-weighted three-day cumulative return for all companies in the same size decile as the announcing firm, and subtract this return from the announcing firm's return. The table shows that the average preannouncement is associated with a negative size-adjusted return of 2.9%, which is significantly different from zero at a level below 0.001. This is consistent with prior research, intuition, and our knowledge about economic conditions during the sample period, which were deteriorating for most companies, and were associated with negative news during the guidance period. Note, however, that not all announcements were treated by the market with the same forcecompanies providing guidance during the earnings release period (i.e., within three days of the earnings release date) had a negative average size-adjusted return of 0.5%, which was not significantly different from zero. In contrast, those announcements that occurred between earnings release dates were associated with an average size-adjusted negative return of 4.7%, significantly different from zero at a level below 0.001. Thus, on balance, announcing firms had negative size-adjusted returns, but more so if these announcements were not made during the earnings release period.
(Insert Table 3 about here) (Insert Table 4 about here) Table 5 is similar to Table 4 but splits the trend announcements into those that were made between earnings releases (stand-alone announcements), and those that were within three days of the earnings release. As can be seen, positive announcements and negative announcements are associated with significant returns in the same direction when these announcements are made outside the usual earnings releases. In contrast, only negative announcements are associated with significant negative returns when the guidance is provided within three days of the earnings release. Positive guidance provided with the earnings announcement causes no significant return. Consistent with Table 4 , announcements that indicated unchanged trend did not cause any significant return whether between earnings announcements or with earnings releases.
(Insert Table 5 about here) Table 6 shows the size-adjusted returns by exchange listing and separately for announcements made between earnings releases and guidance provided with the earnings release. As can be seen from the table, the mean size-adjusted return is typically more negative for NASDAQ-listed companies than the reaction to the announcements made by NYSE or AMEX companies. This may be explained by the richer information environment for NYSE and AMEX companies, which implies that company announcements and guidance may have been anticipated to a greater extent by market participants, and therefore caused a lesser reaction.
(Insert Table 6 about here) Table 7 reports information about the size-adjusted returns of companies sorted by market capitalization at the end of the previous quarter (size). Panel A reports the average return for all announcements, whereas Panel B reports the returns separately for announcements made between earnings releases and those with earnings releases, after aggregating deciles to obtain sufficient number of observations. As can be seen from the table, typically, larger companies have more negative market reactions to their earnings guidance than smaller firms. This is particularly noticeable for announcements made between earnings releases and deciles 7-10, where the reaction is insignificantly different from zero, but is negative and significant for all other deciles. Thus, the exchange listing results we saw earlier may not be due to size alone but also probably to industry association; companies in high-tech areas (higher proportion on NASDAQ) had more negative market reactions than low-tech companies.
(Insert Table 7 about here) earnings release dates. This may be due to the tendency of negative news about deteriorating operations to be framed in terms of revenues rather than earnings.
(Insert Table 8 about here) 1. Size-adjusted returns are calculated for the three-day window centered on the announcement date. We first calculate the cumulative return for each firm in our sample. We then calculate the equally-weighted mean cumulative return for the same size (market capitalization at the beginning of the quarter) decile. Sizeadjusted returns are the return on the company minus the return on the same size decile portfolio. 2. N represents the number of announcements. 3. Significance is the significance level obtained in a t-test that the mean sizeadjusted return is zero. 4. Guidance announcements can coincide with preliminary earnings announcements (if they are made within three days of the quarterly earnings announcement), or between earnings announcements. 1. Size-adjusted returns are calculated for the three-day window centered on the announcement date. We first calculate the cumulative return for each firm in our sample. We then calculate the equally-weighted mean cumulative return for the same size (market capitalization at the beginning of the quarter) decile. Sizeadjusted returns are the return on the company minus the return on the same size decile portfolio. 2. N represents the number of announcements. 3. Significance is the significance level obtained in a t-test that the mean sizeadjusted return is zero. 4. The table reports size-adjusted returns for companies that provided guidance about the trend in their earnings (or revenues, or any other metric they used), and typically did not provide any numerical guidance (either an exact number or a range). Only 64 of the trend announcements included any quantitative data as well. 1. Size-adjusted returns are calculated for the three-day window centered on the announcement date. We first calculate the cumulative return for each firm in our sample. We then calculate the equally-weighted mean cumulative return for the same size (market capitalization at the beginning of the quarter) decile. Size-adjusted returns are the return on the company minus the return on the same size decile portfolio. 2. N represents the number of announcements. 3. Significance is the significance level obtained in a t-test that the mean sizeadjusted return is zero. 4. The table reports size-adjusted returns for companies that provided guidance about the trend in their earnings (or revenues, or any other metric they used), and typically did not provide any numerical guidance (either an exact number or a range). 5. The table shows separately the size-adjusted returns for companies that made their guidance announcements between earnings releases (left-most three columns) and those that provided guidance within three days of the earnings disclosure (three right-most columns). 1. Size-adjusted returns are calculated for the three-day window centered on the announcement date. We first calculate the cumulative return for each firm in our sample. We then calculate the equally-weighted mean cumulative return for the same size (market capitalization at the beginning of the quarter) decile. Size-adjusted returns are the return on the company minus the return on the same size decile portfolio. 2. N represents the number of announcements. 3. Significance is the significance level obtained in a t-test that the mean size-adjusted return is zero. 4. The table shows separately the size-adjusted returns for companies that made their guidance announcements between earnings releases (left-most three columns) and those that provided guidance within three days of the earnings disclosure (three right-most columns). The rule looks for a company name (carried out by the predicate Company, which returns the parameter Comp1) followed by an optional phrase describing the company, and then the word and. The system then skips up to 10 tokens (within the same sentence, and while not encountering any phrase prescribed by the predicate SkipFail) until it finds another company, followed by an optional company description clause. The system then skips up to 20 tokens until it finds a phrase of the word class WCMergerVerbs.
V. Summary and Conclusions
(This may be something like "approved," "announced," etc.). Finally, the system skips up to 10 tokens scanning for a phrase of the word class WCMerger. In addition, the rule contains two constraints ensuring that the company names are not names of people.
Each rulebook can contain any number of rules that are used to extract knowledge from documents in a certain domain. The financial rulebook contains 11,500 rules, can identify more than 50 different entity types including company names; people names; organizations; universities; products; positions; locations (cities, countries, states, and addresses); dates, and amounts. In addition it can identify more than 120 different Event types such as: mergers (including a fine-grained distinction between known merger, new merger, rumored merger, planned merger, and cancelled merger); acquisitions (with a similar distinction between acquisition types), joint ventures; takeovers; business relationships; investment relationships; customer-supplier relationships; new product introductions; analyst recommendations for stocks and bonds, associations between companies and people; associations between companies and technologies; associations between companies and products; and many others.
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